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Abstract

The web holds tremendous potential as a source
of training data for visual classification. How-
ever, web images must be correctly indexed and
labeled before this potential can be realized. Ac-
cordingly, there has been considerable recent inter-
est in collecting imagery from the web using im-
age search engines to build databases for object
and scene recognition research. While search en-
gines can provide rough sets of image data, results
are noisy and this leads to problems when train-
ing classifiers. In this paper we propose a semi-
supervised model for automatically collecting clean
example imagery from the web. Our approach in-
cludes both visual and textual web data in a unified
framework. Minimal supervision is enabled by the
selective use of generative and discriminative ele-
ments in a probabilistic model and a novel learning
algorithm. We show through experiments that our
model discovers good training images from the web
with minimal manual work. Classifiers trained us-
ing our method significantly outperform analogous
baseline approaches on the Caltech-256 dataset.

1 Introduction

With the advent of the internet we are accustomed to hav-
ing practically any information we want within moments of a
search query. Search engines have become strikingly accurate
at delivering relevant text-based information from the web,
but the same cannot be said for web image content. There
are billions of images on the web yet most of them are not
indexed effectively. Web image search tools return copious
results, but these are contaminated with a high degree of la-
bel noise. If we can filter relevant images from noisy search
results, the web becomes an attractive source of training im-
agery for visual classifiers.

There are a handful of general approaches for specifying
and refining web-based visual queries. Traditionally, queries
take the form of text keywords and images are indexed by
their textual metadata. The drawback to this approach is
found in the lack of quality metadata for images on the web.
An alternative approach is to formulate an image based query

and retrieve images by visual similarity, but this is challeng-
ing given the vast amount of image data on the web.

In this paper we present a hybrid method to capture the
benefits of both textual and visual queries. One can use exist-
ing image search technology to provide a rough set of images
from which a user selects a small number of examples depict-
ing the visual concept of interest.

Once a query is captured in the form of one or a few ex-
ample images, the task becomes a matter of filtering noisy
web image search data to discover visually related images. If
the example images are selected from the web search results,
they are associated with html documents which provide addi-
tional textual information about the query. We can therefore
construct a model which combines text and image features to
distinguish good images among noisy web data. Our method
allows one to harness the power of existing text-based image
search engines while performing a deeper visual analysis on
a small set of roughly labeled images.

The model we present is unique for the following rea-
sons. It is a tailored probabilistic graphical model contain-
ing both directed and undirected components in order to
combine different feature types effectively. We explicitly
handle the difficult task of learning from minimal training
data (a small set of query images) by developing a semi-
supervised technique based on a novel hybrid expectation
maximization / expected gradient [Salakhutdinov et al., 2003;
Dempster et al., 1977] procedure. Our approach has the
added benefit that it is fast and fits nicely within the frame-
work of existing image search technologies.

We show in our experiments that images returned by our
model are significantly more accurate than traditional image
search with respect to a user-defined visual query. We find
that both text and image features are useful, sometimes to
different degrees depending on the query words. Addition-
ally, we show that classifiers trained with web data using
our semi-supervised approach outperform analogous classi-
fiers on standard testing data sets. The methods presented
can be used to easily collect more training data to enhance
existing state of the art visual classification algorithms.

2 Related Work

The prospect of learning visual classifiers from web data has
started to receive considerable research attention [Ponce et
al., 2006; Torralba et al., 2007]. For example, [Ponce et al.,
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2006] emphasize the general need for better object category
datasets. Our approach here as well as the others we briefly
review represent parts of the solution to this problem. In the
following review we emphasize recent work relevant to the
problem of learning visual classifiers from noisy search re-
sults. This problem can be viewed as synonymous with the
goal of extracting a clean set of example images for the pur-
poses of dataset construction.

[Fergus et al., 2005] examine the problem of learning ob-
ject categories from Google data. A variant of the pLSA
clustering method is developed to successfully learn category
models from noisy web data. An interesting component to
this work is the method of selecting training data. The top
few image search results are chosen as the training set since
these results tend to be more accurate. To collect even more
potential training images each query is submitted in multiple
languages. [Li-Jia Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] also take an image-
only approach. A hierarchical Dirichlet process model is used
to retrieve clean image sets for a number of categories from
web image search. [Schroff et al., 2007] is another recent
work which successfully filters web image sets using image
content alone.

[Berg and Forsyth, 2006] look at a combination of web text
and image features for the creation of a themed dataset con-
sisting of types of animals. A pre-clustering is performed on
the text via LDA, and supervision enters the process by the
manual choice of relevant LDA clusters. We find via exper-
iment that this procedure is ineffective for most object cat-
egories due to a lack of immediately clear text cluster and
visual group correspondence.

Numerous other works have considered visual concept
learning in the context of content based image retrieval
(CBIR). Notably, [Rui et al., 1998] include user feedback in
the query to account for subjectivity of relevance results. [Lu
et al., 2000] include both low level visual features and high
level semantics for improved query accuracy.

At the same time as this increasing interest in leveraging
the web for dataset construction, there has been an increas-
ing focus in the Machine Learning and Data Mining com-
munities on the tradeoff between generative and discrimina-
tive approaches to pattern recognition [Ng and Jordan, 2001;
McCallum et al., 2006; Lasserre et al., 2006]. A generative
probabilistic model attempts to capture the joint probability
distribution of data points x and labels y, whereas a discrim-
inative approach models only the conditional p(y|x). Under
the correct model assumptions and data conditions one ap-
proach can perform significantly better than the other. Typ-
ically, generative models tend to succeed when the model
makes fair independence assumptions about the data and
the data is sparse. Discriminative approaches are often bet-
ter when the underlying data distribution p(x) is difficult to
model, or when the dataset size grows toward infinity. Our
technique applies each of these approaches on portions of the
data where they are expected to perform best using a proba-
bility model with both discriminative and generative compo-
nents. This permits effective training of discriminative com-
ponents in a weakly-supervised setting. Our model is also
principled in the sense that it makes no ad-hoc modifications

to a likelihood objective defined by an underlying probabilis-
tic model.

3 A Model for Web Images and Text

In the following section we describe our proposed model.
We begin with an overview of our feature extraction methods
for images and web text. We then explain the model struc-
ture and methods for parameter estimation in supervised and
semi-supervised scenarios.

3.1 Image and Text Features

Histograms of quantized SIFT descriptors [Lowe, 1999] are
used to represent image data in our model. SIFT image
descriptors are vectors composed of spatially arranged his-
tograms of image gradient information. Descriptors are sam-
pled at each point on a closely spaced grid over the image
at multiple scales. Each descriptor is aligned with the dom-
inant gradient direction in the image region. We forego the
common approach of interest point detection in light of re-
cent evidence that it is not necessarily more effective than
dense grid sampling [Nowak et al., 2006]. The descriptors
are enhanced with local color information by concatenation
with an 11-dimensional color histogram vector. The color
histogram belonging to each SIFT feature is computed in the
local image area surrounding the feature and binned along 11
principal color axes. We find experimentally that the addition
of color information to SIFT vectors improves performance
for recognition tasks.

We pre-compute a visual codebook by application of k-
means to a large pool of randomly sampled descriptors. Each
descriptor extracted from an image is assigned to its near-
est word in the codebook, and an image is represented as
a vector of visual word counts. The visual codebook size
is fixed to 400 for experiments involving the musical instru-
ments dataset of section 4.1 in order to match common prac-
tices in the literature. An optimal codebook size of 10,000
was determined experimentally for work involving the Cal-
tech 256 dataset in section 4.4.

Text inputs to our model are derived from associated html
documents via a latent topic model. We use the Latent Dirich-
let Allocation document-topic model [Blei et al., 2003] to
learn a robust low-dimensional representation. LDA is a gen-
erative model of documents where each document is a multi-
nomial distribution over a set of unobserved topics, and each
topic is a multinomial over words. Text processing for web
images begins with the 100 words closest to the html image
anchor. The words are filtered by a standard stoplist which is
augmented to remove common web-related junk words. We
use the LDA implementation from the Mallet Toolkit [Mc-
Callum, 2002] to train a model with 10 topics on the set of
word vectors for a query. Then, each document’s text fea-
ture is given by the 10-vector of mixing proportions for the
10 topics. The number of topics was optimized empirically
by looking for meaningful semantic clusterings in the topic-
word assignments.

The application of LDA as a pre-processing step might
seem unusual. We note that principal component analysis
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(PCA) is commonly applied to real valued data to both re-
duce the dimensionality of input data and to reduce correla-
tions among the dimensions of the transformed data. As such,
simpler models with feature independence assumptions (such
as diagonal covariance Gaussian mixture models) can then
be applied in the transformed space where independence as-
sumptions are more valid. In a similar spirit, we use LDA to
reduce the vocabulary size of a bag of words representation –
with typically tens of thousands of words – to a small num-
ber of topics. Models developed for data expressed in a topic
representation can thus more justifiably make independence
assumptions. We observe via experiment that LDA topics are
superior to smoothed word counts as features to our model.

We comment that while our preliminary experiments led
us to select these particular feature representations, the prob-
abilistic model in the next section is applicable to any feature
type that has been transformed into a vocabulary or topic rep-
resentation.

3.2 The Model

Our model consists of a principled combination of generative
and discriminative elements. We model the features of Ni im-
ages with corresponding web text. Let h be a binary random
variable indicating if a given image retrieved from a query
should indeed be be associated with a user defined concept
of interest, such that h ∈ {“relevant”,“not relevant”}. Let a
represent a binary random variable for a match of the query
string with a sub-string in the image filename. Let b represent
another binary random variable, indicating if there is an exact
substring match in the html url.

We treat the raw words in a region surrounding the anchor
text for the image as a set of random variables which we an-
alyze using an LDA topic model. From the topic representa-
tion we are thus naturally able to characterize each document
as consisting of Nw draws from a smaller vocabulary of topic
words W = {w1, w2, . . . , wNw}. SIFT features are quan-
tized into a visual vocabulary as discussed in Section 3.1. Let
the collection of quantized SIFT features for a given image be
represented as a set of visual words V = {v1, v2, . . . , vNv}.

Figure 1: A graphical model with both generative (directed
arrows) and discriminative elements (undirected links).

We use X to denote the set of all random variables other
than h for which our model encodes a joint probability dis-
tribution, X = {a, b,W}. As we shall soon see, our model
encodes a generative distribution on X when conditioned on
V . With the above definitions in place we use the model il-
lustrated in figure 1 given by

P (X, h|V ) = P (a, b,W |h)P (h|V )
= P (a|h)P (b|h)P (W |h)P (h|V ).

(1)

For P (h|V ) we use a simple conditional random field

P (h|V ) =
1

Z(V )
exp

{ K∑
k=1

λkfk(h, V )
}

. (2)

For (2) we define k feature functions fk(h, V ). In our experi-
ments, function k evaluates to the number of counts for visual
word k for each of our Nv possible visual words. For P (a|h)
and P (b|h) we use binary distributions, and for our topical
text words P (W |h) we use a discrete distribution with the
factorization

P (W |h) =
Nw∏
i=1

P (wi|h). (3)

Let the complete parameter space be denoted as
Θ = {λ, θa, θb, θw}, corresponding to a partitioning of
parameters for each of the respective components of the
underlying graphical model.

3.3 Estimation with Labeled Data

When we have hand specified labels for h, our approach de-
composes into separate estimation problems for the genera-
tive and discriminative components of the model. Our objec-
tive for labeled data is

log P (a, b,W, h|V ) = log P (a, b,W |h) + log P (h|V ). (4)

The generative component of our model involves

LX|h = log P (a, b,W |h) =
Nw∑
i=1

log P (wi|h)

+ log P (a|h) + log P (b|h),

(5)

affording closed form updates for the parameters of con-
ditional distributions for P (X|h) easily computed from
the standard sufficient statistics for Bernoulli, Discrete and
Multinomial distributions. In contrast, parameter estimates
for discriminative or undirected components of our model are
obtained iteratively by gradient descent using

Lh|V = log P (h|V ) =
K∑

k=1

λkfk(h, V ) − log Z(V )

= λT f(h, V ) − log Z(V )

(6)

∂Lh|V
∂λ

= f(h, V ) −
∑

h

f(h, V )P (h|V ). (7)
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3.4 Estimation with Unlabeled Data

We present a hybrid expectation maximization / expected gra-
dient procedure to perform learning with unlabeled data. For
unlabeled data we wish to perform optimization based on the
marginal probability

p(a, b,W |V ) =
∑

h

P (a, b,W |h)P (h|V ). (8)

Our objective is thus

LX|V = log
∑

h

P (X|h)P (h|V ), (9)

and parameter estimation involves

∂LX|V
∂θ

=
∑

h

P (h|X,V )
∂

∂θ

[
log P (X|h) + log P (h|V )

]
.

(10)
We thus perform our optimization by computing an expec-
tation or E-step followed by: (1) a single closed form max-
imization or M-step for parameter estimates involving vari-
ables in X

Θxj |h =
∑|D|

i=1 P (hi|Vi, Xi)N(xj,i)∑|D|
i=1

∑|X|
s=1 P (hi|Vi, Xi)N(xs,i)

(11)

and (2) an iterative expected gradient descent optimization
(until local convergence) for the discriminative component of
the model
∂Lh|V

∂λ
=

∑
h

f(h, V )P (h|X, V )−
∑

h

∑
X

f(h, V )P (h, X|V ).

(12)
N(xj,i) represents the number of occurrences of word xj in
document i. The complete optimization procedure consists
of iterations of: an E-step followed by an M-step and an ex-
pected gradient optimization, repeating these steps until the
likelihood change over iterations is within a relative log like-
lihood change tolerance of .001.

When we have a mixture of very small number of posi-
tive example images among many unlabeled instances, semi-
supervised techniques can be sensitive to the precise selection
of labeled elements [Druck et al., 2007]. In our approach here
whenever we have a mixture of labeled and unlabeled data we
train our model on the labeled data first to obtain initial pa-
rameter estimates prior to a more complete optimization with
both the labeled and unlabeled data. In our experiments we
also use a random sampling procedure to simulate user spec-
ified labels.

4 Experiments

In the following section we describe experiments with our
model on a web dataset themed by musical instruments.
We cover the acquisition and processing procedure for the
dataset, and evaluate model performance with respect to dif-
ferent visual queries and varying levels of supervision. We
show that each major component of our model contributes to
improved performance over baseline methods. Finally, we
show that our method can be used to enhance object recogni-
tion performance on the challenging Caltech-256 dataset.

Instances True Instances
french horn 549 112

harp 531 93
harpsichord 394 113

piano 503 59
saxophone 521 102

timpani 480 37
tuba 487 67

violin 527 130
xylophone 495 58

Table 1: Musical instruments web dataset.

4.1 Web Dataset Acquisition

We wish to evaluate our model on a dataset consisting of
unprocessed images and html text returned from web image
search. We are unaware of a standard dataset with these char-
acteristics, so we construct a new manually labeled dataset
from Google Image Search results. Table 1 lists our choice
of query words which follow a musical instruments theme.
Careful consideration is needed to properly annotate the set;
we define the following list of rules for consistent manual la-
beling with respect to h ∈ {“relevant”,“not relevant”}:

• Image is a clear, realistic depiction of the most common
form of the object defined by the query word.

• Query word is the focus of the image, i.e. the object of
interest must be at least as prominent in the image as any
other object or theme.

• Reject images containing more than 3 instances of the
object of interest. Repeated instances of an object begin
to resemble a texture.

• Reject cartoon images and abstract art.

• Reject if the context surrounding the object seems
bizarre or impossible.

• Include images of objects which are sufficiently similar
as to fool a human observer (e.g., we include images of
mellophones with the french horn class).

4.2 Filtering for Visual Concepts

We run a series of repeated experiments for each of the classes
listed in table 1. For each repeat under a given class we
vary the training set (corresponding to example images se-
lected during user intervention) by randomly choosing 5 im-
ages from the pool of true-class images. We then run the
hybrid semi-supervised algorithm until convergence, which
usually occurs within 30 iterations.

Figure 3 shows the average precision-recall curve for each
class given by the model and by the Google rank. We note
that our model outperforms the original search engine ranking
for every class, sometimes significantly so. Search engine
results have the desirable property of high precision among
the top-ranked elements, and we see the same effect in our
model rerankings.
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Figure 2: Left: top-ranked images by our algorithm. Right: top images returned by Google for ”binoculars” query.

G text vis no-EM EM
french horn 0.70 0.56 0.82 0.80 0.92

harp 0.60 0.58 0.40 0.70 0.62
harpsichord 0.60 0.78 0.90 0.90 0.94

piano 0.70 0.68 0.50 0.80 0.80

saxophone 0.70 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.90

timpani 0.60 0.56 0.90 0.70 0.86
tuba 0.50 0.56 0.90 0.94 0.98

violin 0.70 0.34 0.86 0.72 0.86

xylophone 0.40 0.74 0.68 0.80 0.78
μ 0.61 0.62 0.74 0.79 0.85
σ 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.09 0.09

Table 2: Top-10 accuracy for each model variant and class.
Top-10 accuracy represents the proportion of images correct
among the top-10 ranked images, averaged over multiple tri-
als with different training sets. G: Google Rank. text: text-
only model. vis: visual-features-only model. no-EM: full
model with a single EM step. EM: complete model.
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Figure 3: Precision-Recall curves for each of the categories
in our web dataset. Solid blue curves:our model; dashed red
curves: Google rankings.

4.3 Comparisons to baseline methods

It was shown in [Berg and Forsyth, 2006] that for some image
search queries, text features are more reliable predictors for

classification, while for other classes visual features are more
useful. This makes intuitive sense and we wish to validate
this argument for our model. We compare the performances
of a number of variants of our model to judge the merits of
individual components.

The variants we tested include the model without the hy-
brid expectation maximization procedure, a portion of the
model using only text features, and a portion of the model
using only image features. In these tests we again use 5 ran-
domly chosen positive examples for the labeled training sets.

Our findings agree with those of [Berg and Forsyth, 2006]
where for some classes text features are more important while
for others visual features are more useful. The combination of
features in our model yields better performance in almost ev-
ery case. Additionally, our hybrid expectation-maximization
procedure further improves results. Table 2 lists the accuracy
among the top-10 ranked images for each method and each
class.

4.4 Training Visual Classifiers with Web Data

Here we explore the benefits of augmenting traditional image
classification experiments with additional data learned from
the proposed model. We fetch hundreds images and associ-
ated text from Google for each category name in the Caltech-
256 dataset. Using a small number of Caltech-256 images for
initialization, we train a separate model for the web data of
each category. The top 30 ranked web images per category
are added to the pool of initialization training images, and 1-
vs-all maximum entropy classifiers are trained on this data. A
sampling of the top images learned by our model is presented
in figure 2, where our results are compared to Google ranked
results. Figures 4 and 5 compare performance of these aug-
mented classifiers to classifiers trained on the initialization
training data alone. We see that the addition of images learned
from our model enhances classifier performance, particularly
in the case of small training set sizes. Although our sim-
ple bag-of-words representation and maximum-entropy clas-
sifiers do not match state of the art performance on Caltech-
256, the inclusion of clean web images learned by our model
should benefit a wide range of classification techniques.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a method for constructing visual classi-
fiers from the web using minimal supervision. Our approach
is built upon a novel probabilistic graphical model which
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Figure 4: Average Precision-Recall on Caltech 256. n is the
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Figure 5: Average normalized accuracy on Caltech-256.

combines image features and text features from associated
html documents. We introduced a hybrid expectation max-
imization / expected gradient procedure and showed that this
semi-supervised approach gives better performance than a
number of baseline tests. The model was applied to a dataset
of musical instruments collected from the web, and the result-
ing rerankings significantly improved upon rankings given by
Google image search. Top images from the reranked data
have correct labelings and improve performance when train-
ing classifiers for object recognition tasks.
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